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The World of the
Egg Rolls
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It’s time to dust off that wok and go shopping for
Chinese vegetables and seasonings if you want to make
egg rolls in celebration of the Dragon Boat Festival. But
what type of egg roll are you going to make: spring roll,
summer roll, or winter roll? This confusion over names
goes all the way back to the 1917 Chinese Cook Book,
one of the first Chinese cookbooks published in this country.
The book provided three different recipes; and so it’s no wonder
the egg roll is one of the most misunderstood foods.
Since it’s now springtime, perhaps we want to make the “spring
roll.” Its skin, available in local oriental supermarkets like the Cao
Nguyen, is thinner than that of other egg rolls, which makes the
final product crispier. Smaller in size and lighter in weight than
the Americanized egg roll, it wraps around a mixture of finely
chopped bamboo shoots, bean sprouts, roast pork, shrimp,
scallions, and water chestnuts, making it very crunchy. After
wrapping, the spring rolls are deep fried and served with a choice
of duck sauce or sweet and sour sauce. These are considered
somewhat more “authentic” and delicious than the usual egg roll.
The name, which dates back to 1943 in English print, comes from
the Chinese tradition of serving them on the first day of the lunar
year’s spring.
Wait a second! Just checked the lunar calendar, and this year’s
Dragon Boat (or Duanwu) Festival is on June 12! We must make
“summer rolls” instead! If you prefer non-fried foods, or if you’re
on a diet, the summer roll will work well for you. Also, if you don’t
want to use that bulky wok or touch any oil at all, preferring to
serve the egg rolls as a cold dish, the summer roll is the right one
for you. Its parchment-like rice paper is made of cooked rice
starch and it wraps pre-boiled pork or tofu, finely minced shrimp,
fresh lettuce, and bean sprouts. Many Vietnamese also add preboiled rice noodles and cilantro, and these are called “Vietnamese
summer rolls,” which are served with peanut dipping sauce or
light fish sauce. They are ready to serve “fresh” not “fried,” and
they are cold, not hot, perfect for this year’s Dragon Boat Festival
taking place in the heat of summer.
The last but not least egg roll is the “winter roll,” sometimes called
the “Mandarin Dust Roll.” Its wrapper, made from an egg and
flour dough, wraps around sweet red or green bean
paste with sesame seeds and brown sugar. It
is most often served as a desert or snack,
particularly as a sweet dim sum.
As you can see, you have many
delicious options when making
and enjoying this popular Asian
comfort food!
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